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Abstract

We present a tourism management system, based on indoor and outdoor collaborative precise positioning (Xihe positioning technology) in this paper. The system consists of a kind of tourists card of high precision positioning and a background data service system. By using the system, we can get tourists’ location data including real-time data and historical data. We can also provide a more convenient mobile management service for tourists. Then, we put forward the concept of coverage ratio and degree of fatigue, and design algorithms for tour quality analyses and a route planning algorithm. These algorithms involve collected track data and waiting time in the travel spots and aim to analyze whether tourists have an effective tour and recommend reasonable routes. Moreover, we apply the tourism data of Shanghai Disneyland Park as a sample set to validate the algorithms. According to the above algorithms, we get two routes to satisfy tourists. They can travel most tourist spots with minimum time.
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1 Introduction

As the tourism consumption market changes and the new generation of communication technology applies in the tourism industry, the idea of collective smart tourism is also becoming popular, focusing on “the new generation of information technology”. The collective smart tourism that people concerned mainly involves two aspects: one is how to use the Internet, cloud computing, sensors and other technologies comprehensively to design an information system to serve tourism; the other is how to use data analysis to support the actual decision.

The traditional group travel, the primary and middle school students in particular, are facing the following problems when they are traveling:

(1) Management convenience and tourists’ safety. The traditional way of group travel is that a number of tourists follow one tour guide. Therefore, it is difficult for the tour guide to manage all tourists effectively.

(2) Analysis of tour behaviors. In the traditional way, it is not common for researchers to conduct an analysis of the positioning data of tourists in traveling. They put more attention to the navigation and real-time service. Thus, tourists cannot be fully satisfied without analysis of tour behaviors.

In compared to the traditional smart travel system, our system uses Xihe precise positioning based on LBS. GPS is popular in our life. However, our system can provide more accurate positioning data than that obtained by GPS. Based on this system, we can use the real-time positioning data to provide tourists navigation. Moreover, we utilize several algorithms to conduct a more detailed analysis about tourists’ information such as their behaviors and travel habits via the historical tracking data with high accuracy.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We design a smart tourism system based on Xihe high precision positioning. It can supply accurate positioning data by terminal (a kind of tourist card);

(2) We have provided a series of tourism services after getting the precise location of the tourists through the system and put forward tourism quality analysis algorithm and route planning algorithm;

(3) Combine this system with the summer camp of elementary and middle school students of Wuhan, central China’s Hubei province and taking the location data of tourists in Shanghai Disneyland Park from June 23, 2016 to July 25, 2016 as an example, we analyze the parameters such as the tourist coverage ratio, the degree of fatigue to measure the tour quality and design an optimal route for tourists with the minimum waiting time.

2 Related Work

Under the background of “tourism + Internet”, the
traditional tourism informatization has been difficult to meet the changing needs of tourists and to process the massive data, thus the smart tourism came into being. In this field, Li Yingfei [1], taking eastern China’s Jiangsu province as an example, uses comprehensive evaluation method, spatial econometric model and other empirical research methods to study its smart tourism development and tourism public service system quantitatively. There have been plentiful researches about Beidou high precision positioning. For example, Zhu Feng et al put forward a system scheme [2], consisting of three parts: ground-based augmentation system (GBAS), FM subcarrier broadcast system and terminal modules, which broadcast pseudorange differential data produced by GBAS through FM subcarrier, and discussed the application prospects of the technology scheme in intelligent transportation system (ITS). At the same time, Lin Chao et al also proposed the Beidou high precision positioning market enjoys a bright prospect [3]. They analyzed the application advantages of the Beidou high precision measurement receiver in the field of displacement monitoring, and put forward that the relevant special security areas in China should get rid of the situation that GPS is the primary position system.

About smart travel, Hung gave a Smart-Travel System (STS) to aid traveler with personal requirements to tour by smart phone [4]. The STS provides personalised travelling real-time information, and automatically tells traveler when they show up around the task. Also, Hung et al introduced a new ubiquitous tourism system based on SNS, IoT, and UGC [5], which is designed to develop the tourism industries, and designed a new way to look up the travel information according to the cloud-based service’s needs. Sabatucci et al reported an experience of developing a smart travel system by adopting MUSA, a Middleware for User-driven Service Adaptation [6]. The key characteristics of such a system are the ability of self-configuring a set of heterogeneous services and self-adapting to unexpected circumstances.

As smart tourism is based on big data, there are many researchers conducted related researches and gained important useful information in the field of historical track big data. For example, Wang Xiaoming, Zhang Hong et al. have conducted researches in regard to the application of big data of taxi GPS track in ITS [7]. They firstly collected large-scale and all-weather driving data through vehicles installed GPS. Then combining with the fastness, real-time and predictability quality of big data and cloud computing, they conducted real-time analysis and processing, statistical learning and deep mining for GPS tracking data. Finally, they analyzed the development situation of ITS driven by GPS tracking data from three aspects: traffic state analysis, operation management & support and path planning and forecasting. Based on the data analysis of the historical track of vehicle GPS, Zhang Qing proposed a data processing framework system in ITS in order to provide a reference to construct big data processing system in ITS [8]. He established a distributed data warehouse by Hadoop to store and manage GPS data of each vehicle, and to eliminate the redundancy and error data in the process of data processing. He also proposed four kinds of GPS historical track for optimizing vehicle dispatch. Based on the vehicle track data mining technology, Xu Ming conducted in-depth study upon a series of issues such as map matching of the low sampling rate tracking data [9], road network key node identification, road network abnormal events detection and regional connectivity evaluation. All of the above are the analyses on vehicle track. However, Kimm presented an improved algorithm that traces a track path in real time using GPS and Accelerometer data [10]. He collect accurate GPS position data and obtains acceptable GPS track paths by applying 3-degree accelerometer data. S Karagiorgou et al. proposed an automatic road network generation algorithm [11], which took the vehicle track data as input and generated a road network. After analyzing the historical track data of vehicle, JA Downs et al. extended chronological and spatial applications [12], and mined a potential path tree, namely, the driving behavior of vehicle. In the course of the study, they used TGDE (time-geographic density estimation) method to map and quantify the most possible route, starting point, intermediate stop and termination of the vehicle. Based on GPS and Intelligent Transportation Systems, Lo S C et al. investigate different routing schemes [13], and propose a series of data forwarding strategies by predicting the positions of neighboring and destination nodes.

We know from the above analyses that the location mode is simple and the accuracy is not high enough in the field of smart tourism. The researches in the field of high precision positioning only relate to high precision positioning but no combination with smart tourism. The system used in this paper is based on Beidou high precision positioning. Therefore, the accuracy of the track data collected through this system is very high. Combining with the idea of smart tourism, we conducted related data analysis and mining.

3 System Framework

The whole system mainly consists of the Xihe System, the Terminal and the Service, as shown in Figure 1.

3.1 Xihe System

“Xihe”, an extension of the BDS navigation, is a positioning service system can provide full spatial and temporal domain seamless positioning service and
mainly consists of “Beidou ground-based augmentation system”. Beidou ground-based augmentation system, dominated by the Beidou satellite navigation system under the unified planning and construction of China, is compatible with other ground-based augmentation system of GNSS system. Its ground reference station distance is 50-300km. It broadcasts navigation signal correction and assistant orientation signals through the ground communication system to provide sub-meter even centimeter precision navigation and positioning service for users and assisted enhanced service for common user terminals. Based on the wide area differential and precise point positioning technology, Beidou wide area and real-time precise positioning technology, integrated with advanced technologies such as real-time data processing, Internet and satellite communication can realize satellite navigation augmentation with the positioning accuracy less than 1 meter in the land, sea and air of China. Wide area and real-time precision positioning system focuses on improving the BDS/GPS positioning accuracy of users in China. It becomes the high precision navigation and integrated information service system in China by upgrading BDS satellite navigation augmentation system.

### 3.2 Terminal

Taking the smart tourists card as a carrier, the terminal uses the Beidou satellite navigation system (BDS), GPS of the United States, GLONASS of Russia and GALILEO of the European Union. It mainly focuses on Beidou/GPS dual-mode positioning, supplemented by base station/WiFi positioning to achieve seamless positioning. Its appearance shows in Figure 2. Each student card has a unique imei number to identify.

Tourists card terminal, a carrier to obtain location data, can upload its real-time location to the server through the built-in positioning function, making the mobile phone terminal and web terminal management system can share the location thus to view the location and historical track records of each terminal in real-time. Its button function description shows in Table 1.

![Beidou GPS satellite system diagram](image)

**Figure 1.** System architecture diagram terminal, combining GPS with Xihe signal form a high precision position

![Terminal appearance](image)

**Figure 2.** Introduction of student ID card terminal appearance

**Table 1.** Button function description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Button</th>
<th>Function description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity number button</td>
<td>Long press this button for more than 3 seconds can dial the corresponding familiarity number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOS button</td>
<td>Long press this button for more than 3 seconds to switch on in shutdown mode. Press this button twice continuously in power-on mode can switch silent mode or ring mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset button</td>
<td>Press the reset button, reset the phone and the phone will be power off, then press the power button to restart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Service Description
Service supported by the terminal is listed in Table 2.

**Table 2. Service supported**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function serial</th>
<th>Introduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>① Real-time positioning</td>
<td>Select a tourist and click. You can view the location of the tourist’s tourists card, its battery consumption and other information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>② Historical track</td>
<td>Select a tourist. You can view the tourist’s treading track of any period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>③ Electronic fence</td>
<td>Set scope for the tourists who have student ID card. When the tourist who holds student ID card walks out of the specified scope, the background will give a warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>④ Telephone call</td>
<td>Managerial personnel can call the tourist and speak to him/her directly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⑤ Remote monitoring</td>
<td>Use network and SMS to monitor, you can monitor the situation nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⑥ administrator</td>
<td>Operate the tourists card such as setup basic information for the tourists card</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Analysis and Algorithm of Tourism Data

Based on the data provided by the tourism management system, this chapter presents the analysis and algorithms of the data, that is, the algorithm to analyze the tour quality and the algorithm to design the optimal route. The tour quality is a quantitative description of the relationship between the number of tourist attractions one tours and the amount of time one takes. That is to say, high tour quality refers to a tourist tours more attractions in a relatively short time and enjoys himself/herself. On the contrary, the tour quality is low. This paper analyzes the tour quality from two aspects: the tour coverage ratio and degree of fatigue.

4.1 Coverage Ratio Analysis

4.1.1 Definition

Definition 1. Circle an area: to circle a closed quadrilateral on the map which contains all the attractions to be studied.

Definition 2. Grid: the vertex of the irregular quadrilateral are A, B, C and D. Regularize the quadrilateral into a rectangular A'B'C'D'. Divide the opposite sides of the regular rectangular A'B'C'D' into n equal parts and link the points of the opposite sides together, thus the regular rectangular is divided into equal n*n small rectangular grids.

Definition 3. Coverage ratio: it refers to the percentage that the number of toured grid filled by the real-time uploaded location of the tourists accounts for the whole grids of all the scenic spots. If a tourist’s position data in a travel fills grids of s, and there are n grids, the coverage ratio is s/n.

Definition 4. The section ratio: the coverage ratio is divided into ten equal intervals and the span of each interval is 10%. For example, 0% to 10% is the first interval, and 10 to 20% is the next one and so on. The section ratio refers to the percentage of tourists in each interval divided by the total number of people counted.

Definition 5. Cumulative coverage ratio: divide the coverage ratio into ten sections: 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, that every percentage means the minimum coverage ratio of each section. Then count the tourist percentage that exceeds the coverage ratio of each section.

4.1.2 Coverage Ratio Algorithm

Landscape division model as shown in Figure 3, algorithm one and algorithm two:

(a) Irregular quadrangle area of the park  
(b) Regular rectangular area

Figure 3. Landscape division model

• Circle an area:
  Circle all the scenic spots to be studied on the map manually, then get four geographic coordinates, as shown in subgraph (a) of Figure 3, x says longitude, y says latitude. Four coordinates gather the scenic area into an irregular quadrangle ABCD. It is difficult to calculate the data of the irregular quadrangle ABCD, thus it is processed to a regular rectangular A'B'C'D'. Take the maximum longitude value minlng and the maximum latitude value minlat of the four vertex of
the irregular quadrangle ABCD as the upper-lift corner coordinates of A’ of the regular rectangular A’B’C’D’, \( \text{minlng} = \min\{x_1,x_2,x_3,x_4\}, \text{minlat} = \min\{y_1,y_2,y_3,y_4\} \).

Take the maximum longitude value minlng and the maximum latitude value minlat of the four vertex of the irregular quadrangle ABCD as the lower right corner coordinates of the C’ of the regular rectangular A’B’C’D’,

\( \text{maxlng} = \max\{x_1,x_2,x_3,x_4\}, \text{maxlat} = \max\{y_1,y_2,y_3,y_4\} \).

Thus to get, B (maxlng, minlat), D (minlng, maxlat).

- Divide the area into several grids and remove excess blank

In order to divide the attractions more precisely, divide them into grid and remove excess blank. As the rectangle contains four blank areas outside the area, it will lower the accuracy if use the rectangle directly. Thus, it is necessary to remove the blank area. As shown in the algorithm one, the remaining grids has covered the whole attractions to the greatest extent after removing the blank areas.

**Algorithm one:** The algorithm to remove extra blank of regular rectangular A’B’C’D’

```plaintext
Input: grid(a,b,c,d),
A(x_1,y_1), B(x_2,y_2), C(x_3,y_3), D(x_4,y_4)
Output: grid(a,b,c,d)
k_1 = (y_1-y_4)/(x_1-x_4), b_1 = y_1-k_1*x_1
k_2 = (y_1-y_2)/(x_1-x_2), b_2 = y_2-k_2*x_2
k_3 = (y_2-y_3)/(x_2-x_3), b_3 = y_3-k_3*x_3
k_4 = (y_3-y_4)/(x_3-x_4), b_4 = y_4-k_4*x_4
FOR() 400
  ay' = k_1*ax + b_1;
  by' = k_2*bx + b_2;
  cy' = k_3*cx + b_3;
  dy' = k_4*dx + b_4;
  IF (ay<ay'&&ay<by'&&ay<cy'&&ay<dy') ||
    (by<ay'&&by<by'&&by<cy'&&by<dy') ||
    (cy<ay'&&cy<by'&&cy<cy'&&cy<dy') ||
    (dy<ay'&&dy<by'&&dy<cy'&&dy<dy')
  3. grid is in the scenic area, store in mongodb
4. ELSE grid is not in the scenic area, give up the grid
9. END IF
11. END FOR
```

grid = \{a, b, c, d\} is a grid before calculation. a,b,c,d are the four vertex coordinates of the grid.

grid(a,b,c,d) is a grid in scenic spot after calculation. k1,k2,k3,k4 are slopes of the four sides of the irregular quadrangle ABCD

- To give weight to the grid in order to increase the coverage ratio of attractions with high tour frequency

The popularity of each attraction varies thus the number of tours to each attractions varies, too. If the weight of each grid is equal, it will lower the accuracy of the data. Method description as described in algorithm two:

**Algorithm two:** Grid weight algorithm

```plaintext
Input: HistoryLocation
Output: GridWeight
FOR (,) n*n
  FOR(,) HistoryLocation.size()
  IF(HistoryLocation[i] in Grid[j])
    GridWeight[j] += 1
  END for
  FOR(,) n*n
    Grid Weight[k] /= HistoryLocation.size()
  Store Grid Weight[k] in mongodb
END FOR
```

Grid Weight= \{gridWeight1, gridWeight2, ..., gridWeight*n\}, weight of n*n grids

```
HistoryLocation = \{{lng1, lat1}, {lng2, lat2}... \{lngn, latn\}\} the position coordinates of all the tourists cards
```

- Tour coverage ratio

Let the location of historical tracking data of each tourist in a day to traverse all the grids, if the location of a tourist falls within the grid, plus 1 in count, if the location of that tourist falls within the grid once again, plus 0 in count. We get the coverage ratio of that tourist = count/number of grid *100%. We calculate the coverage ratio according to the time point, thus we can obtain the coverage ratio of each tourist at each time point. We calculate the coverage ratio in accordance with this method for all the tourists and we can obtain the time-ordered coverage ratio of all the tourists. The coverage ratio at the last time point is the maximum coverage ratio of the tourist in a day. We conduct analysis according to tour data from Shanghai Disneyland Park based on AutoNavi Maps.

### 4.1.3 Verification of Coverage Ratio Algorithm

In order to verify the validity of the algorithms, we conducted analysis by taking Shanghai Disneyland Park as an example based on the AutoNavi Maps:

According to the method of circling, we circled the park into irregular quadrangle on AutoNavi Maps, and then processed them into regular rectangle. Next, we divided the regular rectangle into grids of 20*20. There were 252 grids after removing the blank according to algorithm one. Finally, we gave weight to these 252 grids according to algorithm two, and calculated the cumulative coverage ratio and interval section ratio based on the collection of the 1006 tourists’ tracking as shown in Figure 4.
As shown in the subgraph(a) of Figure 4, the coverage ratio of 82.51% of the whole tourists in the park could reach more than 50%, but the coverage ratio of only 10.04% of the tourists could reach more than 80%. As shown in the subgraph(b), the coverage ratio of 37.28% of the tourists was between 70%-80%; the coverage ratio of 9.84% of the was between 80%-90%; the coverage ratio of only 0.20% of the tourists could reach 90%-100%. That is to say, the coverage ratio of only two tourists among the 1006 tourists reached more than 90%.

In order to give a more simple description for the coverage ratio of different tourists’ track, we showed the historical track of the tourists among the 1006 tourists whose coverage ratio reached 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, as shown in Figure 5. As shown in the subgraph(d), the tourist whose coverage ratio was only 60.19% did not tour many scenic spots such as Enchanted Storybook Castle, Dumbo the Flying Elephant, Voyage to the Crystal Grotto, Seven Dwarfs Mine Train, Treasure Cove and Fantasyland, so the tour quality of that tourist was not good enough. As shown in the subgraph(c), the tourists whose coverage ratio was 70% just had a rough look in the park and did not tour many scenic spots so there was few historical tracks for them.
4.2 Degree of Fatigue Analysis

4.2.1 Definition

Definition 1. KL distance namely the relative entropy, refers to the distance between the two probability distributions to measure the difference of the two probability distributions in the same event and space. The calculation formula is as follows:

$$D(P \parallel Q) = -\sum_{x \in X} P(x) \log \frac{P(x)}{Q(x)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

($D(P \parallel Q)$) shows the KL distance of probability distribution $P(x)$ and $Q(x)$. $P(x)$ and $Q(x)$ are two different distributions)

Definition 2. Degree of fatigue k: refers to the kl distance at each time point. When $k$ tends to 0 or to a small value shows the coverage ratio does not change basically, that is to say a tourist does not move more or reaches a new place thus the tour is saturated. We define this situation as the degree of fatigue.

4.2.2 Algorithm Description

This paper took the Shanghai Disneyland park tourists as examples to analyze their degree of fatigue by using the KL distance algorithm.

Count the tracking of all the tourists every 5 minutes speaking, the coverage ratio is the highest at 11:05 during this period of time. If there is no coverage ratio for a tourist at 11:05, we will take the coverage ratio of the time point before 11:05 as the coverage ratio. If there is still no coverage ratio, we need to continue looking for until we find one. Then count the coverage ratio of this time point (the maximum coverage ratio is over 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90%, respectively). We got a total of 144 time points’ cumulative coverage ratio. We can calculate the kl distance according to the cumulative coverage of the adjacent moments. The calculation formula is as follows:

$$(D(P \parallel Q)) = \sum \log((\frac{P(i)}{Q(i)}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

(i from 0 to 10 shows the cumulative coverage ratio from 0% to 90%. $P (i)$ and $Q (i)$ show the cumulative coverage ratio of the corresponding i respectively. $D (P\|Q)$ shows the kl distance of the two adjacent time points, namely shows the change of cumulative coverage ratio between two time points)

4.2.3 Algorithm Validation and Results

Figure 6 Summary of the tourists’ behavior, as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Tourist behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>In the subgraph (a), kl appears a peak, also the maximum distance. It shows the largest number of tourists start to enter Shanghai Disneyland Park in a day at this time point and the coverage ratio becomes high rapidly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>In the subgraph (b), kl appears the second peak. Tourists are in the highest spirit at this time point, then they quickly spread out and tour around, thus the coverage ratio becomes high rapidly once again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>In the subgraph (c), it appears another peak at this time point. It shows the tourists are in high spirit again and the coverage ratio obviously becomes high again.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3. Tourist behavior analysis (continue)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>In the near time points, KL value is minimum. It shows the tourists begin to feel tired and no longer tour around.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:30</td>
<td>KL appears another peak in the near time points. It shows the tourists begin to relieve fatigue and start their tour in the afternoon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:45</td>
<td>KL appears the last peak in the near time points. It shows the tourists are in high spirit at 14:45 in the afternoon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00-20:00</td>
<td>KL has been showing a downward trend. It shows the tourists’ excitement has decreased and they begin to feel tired at 20:00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:00</td>
<td>KL appears a peak at 21:00. It shows the tourists are moving toward the exit and leaving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:30</td>
<td>KL value is 0 at 21:30. It shows the tourists have already left the park at this time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, Shanghai Disneyland Park can adjust its business hours and entertainment program according to tourist behavior and degree of fatigue in different time. For example, most of the entertainment projects in Disneyland Park are open at 9:00. However, the tourists enter the park at 10:00 in general. Therefore, we recommend these projects open at 9:30 but not 10:00 as there will be some tourists arrive earlier.

Mickey’s Film Festival and film projection booth open at 9:30, but 10:00 tourists reach the first exciting point till 10:00. It is recommended to open at 11:30, the third exciting point so that it can meet the requirements of some tourists who want to see the movie, but also meet the needs of some tourists who are tired at 12:00 and want to see the movie and relax. Alice in Wonderland maze and Disney Jungle Characters at Happy Circle closed too early, at 17:30 and 18:30 respectively when the tourists are still tour around thus it cannot meet the needs of tourists. It is too late to close the park at 22:00 because most of the tourists begin to leave the park at 21:00 and all the tourists have already left at 21:30. Therefore, we advise to close the park at 21:30 to shorten the working hours of staff.

### 4.3 Best Tour Route Planning

The results of coverage ratio analysis of section 4.1 showed that only 10.04% of tourists could tour most of the attractions. The tour quality is unsatisfactory. This section aims to design a tour route that the tourists can tour more attractions within a limited period of time to improve tour coverage ratio.

#### 4.3.1 Definition

**Definition 1.** Define the Disneyland attraction number as $i$, the definition of $i$ as shown in Figure 7.

**Definition 2.** Define the major scenic spot $m$ that the tourist attraction of $i$ belongs to, named in the brackets as shown in Figure 7. A major scenic spot $m$ includes many attraction spots.

**Definition 3.** The parameters defined in the top10 algorithm are as follows: 

1. Key--label of student card (namely the tourists), 15 digits of imei number for identification of student ID card terminal and 8 digits of date and time when the student ID card terminal uploads data form the label.
2. center $(i)$--the center coordinates of tourist attractions of $i$; center$(i).$lat--latitude coordinates; center $(i).$lng--longitude coordinates
3. $j$--the labels of top10, 0-9 represents top0, top1......top9 respectively; j.lat--latitude; j.lng--longitude; j.time--time; standardLat--to pinpoint the latitude of the tourist attraction region; standardLng--to pinpoint the longitude of the tourist attraction region, together with the standardLat to form one tourist attraction region, as a judgment for tourists whether to tour this tourist attraction.

**Definition 4.** Define the label of top10 tour quality as key.

**Definition 5.** Define the process of obtaining the time of a tourist to arrive at the scenic spot as identification, $i$ identification refers to obtain the tourist reaches the scenic spot $i$. 

![Figure 7. Scenic spot number](image-url)
4.3.2 Algorithm and Verification Process

Algorithm three: cognition algorithm recorded as RECO

```
FOR(center(i)){
  IF((Math.abs(j.lat-center(i).lat)<=standardLat)&&(Math.abs(j.lng-center(i).lng)<=standardLng)){
    RETURN j.time;
  }
}
Input: center(i).lat,j.lng
Output: j.time's list is a timeline for tourist j to arrive at the scenic spot i.
This process is RECO (i)
```

Algorithm four: clustering algorithm: Choose 10 tourists who have top tour quality and get their key.
Next, use the recognition algorithm to get the time of reaching each scenic spot of each key, and then get the possible time to reach each attraction of the top10 tourists through the k-means clustering.

```
FOR(key) {// conduct for each key
  FOR(center(i)){
    RECO (i); // get the sequence N*1 matrix X of j.time,
    that is get the whole time to reach scenic spot i of key
    [Idx,Ctrs,SumD,D]=kmeans(X,3,'Replicates',3,'Options',opts,'Start','uniform');
    plot(X(Idx==3,1),'c.','MarkerSize',14)
    hold on
    plot(X(Idx==2,1),'b'','MarkerSize',14)
    hold on
    plot(X(Idx==1,1),'r'','MarkerSize',14)
    ns',opts,'Start','uniform');
    [Idx,Ctrs,SumD,D]=kmeans(X,3,'Replicates',3,'Options',opts,'Start','uniform');
    plot(Ctrs(:,1),'yp','MarkerSize',14,'LineWidth',4)}
  }
}
Input: center(i).lng<=standardLng)&&(Math.abs(j.lng-center(i).lng)<=standardLng))&&
Output: j.time's list is a timeline for tourist j to arrive at the scenic spot i.
```

Verification process:

(1) Confirm the top10
We get the top10 who have the best tour quality based on the analysis of 4.1. The labels of top10 are as follows:
We get the coordinates of the top10 uploaded at random time.

(2) To get information of attractions of Shanghai Disneyland park

To get the information of all the attractions of Shanghai Disneyland Park, we get six major scenic spots from the official app of Shanghai Disneyland Park: Tomorrowland, Fantasyland, Mickey Avenue, Gardens of Imagination, Treasure Cove, Adventure Isle. The detailed information of the attractions as shown in Figure 8, marking the number, the area and the central coordinates of the scenic spots.

(3) We used recognition algorithm to calculate the time that the top 10 arrived at each scenic spot and got the time they reached the scenic spot i (i=0,1......9). Then we used clustering algorithm to conduct k-means clustering of time to obtain the time clustering of each attraction, as shown in Figure 8.

(4) Route planning: For the Disneyland area, 6 major scenic spots m are: Fantasyland, Tomorrowland, Adventure Isle, Treasure Cove, Gardens of Imagination, Mickey Avenue. Construct a table of adjacent scenic spots of m according to the geographical location and the actual situation, as shown in Figure 9. According to the route planning algorithm, after inputing the name of starting major scenic spot respectively: Treasure Cove, Adventure Isle, Gardens of Imagination, Tomorrowland, we got two reasonable routes, which have toured more than 75% of the whole scenic spots in a day.

Figure 8. Location information of the scenic spots and the clustering time of the top10 in each of the scenic spot

Figure 9. Chain table for adjacent scenic spots of m

4.3.3 Route Planning Results

Route planning results, as shown in Figure 10. From the number of toured scenic spots, route 1 is better; compared the average time after calculating the average time of each route, route 2 is better. Therefore, there are two optimal routes.
4.3.4 Route Planning Results

**Definition 1.** actual waiting time: The waiting time of reaching a certain scenic spot according to planning routes corresponding to the waiting time in Figure 11;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time</th>
<th>20:00</th>
<th>20:30</th>
<th>21:00</th>
<th>21:30</th>
<th>22:00</th>
<th>22:30</th>
<th>23:00</th>
<th>23:30</th>
<th>00:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 11.** A table for different waiting time of scenic spots in different time

**Definition 2.** maximum waiting time for a scenic spot: The maximum waiting time in a day of a scenic spot;

**Definition 3.** average waiting time for a scenic spot: The arithmetic average of the whole time waiting of a scenic spot in a day;

**Definition 4.** major scenic spot: A scenic attraction whose maximum waiting time is more than 60 minutes. Under the premise of the above definitions, this paper has verified the rationality of the route from three aspects.

1. Whether it is the peak waiting time when tourists arrive at a certain scenic spot according to the planning routes

First of all, we collected the waiting time of all the scenic spots every half hour after 10:00 and got the table of different waiting time for each scenic spot at different time as shown in Figure 11, thus we knew the maximum waiting time of each scenic spot.

The scenic spot was temporarily closed during our recording time or the scenic spot has closed at that time thus there were several blank grids in the table.

We compared the waiting time when tourists arrived at a certain scenic spot with its maximum waiting time of the route1 and route2 respectively, and got the comparison diagram as shown in Figure 12. Where the graph’s horizontal axis shows the scenic spot number i, and the vertical axis shows the corresponding waiting time. The number of major scenic spots of route1 was larger than that of route2 and route1 saved more time than route2, showing that comparing with route2, route1 was time-saving and tourists could tour more scenic spots in the long waiting time.

![Comparison diagram of route1’s actual waiting time and the maximum waiting time](a)

![Comparison diagram of route2’s actual waiting time and the maximum waiting time](b)

**Figure 12.** Comparison diagram of two routes and the maximum waiting time. Route1 included the number of scenic spots were 9, 23, 11, 22, 15, and it saved 25+10+50+20+50=155 minutes in total when toured these scenic spots. Route2 included the number of scenic spots were 9, 23, 22, 15, and it saved 25+10+30+50=115 minutes in total when toured these scenic spots.
② Took the average waiting time of each route into consideration

The horizontal axis shows scenic spot number i and the vertical axis shows the waiting time of scenic spot i of the two routes, as shown in Figure 13. We concluded that compared with the average waiting time of each scenic spot, route2 saved more time than route1 and proved to be better.

③ Extracted three random routes of tourists to compare route1 and route2

![Comparison diagram for average waiting time of route1](image1)

(a) Comparison diagram for average waiting time of route1. The waiting time for most of the scenic spots of route1 was less than or equal to the average waiting time of a certain scenic spot, but there were a scenic spot number 23 whose waiting time exceeded its average waiting time. Compared with the average waiting time, route1 saved 24.15 minutes

![Comparison diagram of average waiting time of route2](image2)

(b) Comparison diagram of average waiting time of route2. Compared with the average waiting time, route2 saved 50.8 minutes

*Figure 13. The comparison of actual waiting time and average waiting time*

As shown in Figure 14, the number of toured scenic spots of route1 was greater than that of the three random routes, and the waiting time of route1 is less than that of the other three routes for the same scenic spots. In comparison with the maximum waiting time, route1 saved 271.7 minutes in Figure (1); the waiting time of the tourists whose key tail number were 03, 05 and 16 saved 60 minutes, 50 minutes and 195 minutes respectively compared with the maximum waiting time. The waiting time of the tourist with key tail number 03 increased 4.38 minutes, the tourist with key tail number 05 increased 6.85 minutes, the tourist with key tail number 16 saved 21.24 minutes compared with the average waiting time as shown in Figure(2). Route2 saved 50.8 minutes compared with the average waiting time so route2 was better.

![Comparison diagram of waiting time for route 1, route 2 and three random routes](image3)

*Figure 14. Comparison diagram of waiting time for route 1, route 2 and three random routes*

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we mainly focused on the BDS/GPS dual mode positioning, supplemented by base station/WiFi positioning in the experiment, integrating indoor and outdoor positioning to achieve high precision seamless positioning. The hybrid application of a variety of positioning modes and Internet support, have guaranteed the positioning accuracy and the coverage. We proposed idea of circling the area and divided the area into grids based on the high precision position data and used weight algorithm for them. We also proposed the cumulative coverage ratio based on kl, to analyze the tour quality and tourist behavior from the cumulative coverage ratio and put forward the route planning algorithm based on K-means clustering to plan the optimal route for tourists in this park. This
experiment in this paper took Shanghai Disneyland Park as an example, using the proposed algorithms to carry on experiment. We collected a large number of tourists’ tracking data and analyzed them to give some suggestions to Shanghai Disneyland Park based on the tourist behaviors. What’s more, we panned an optimal route for touring the scenic spots in this park. We tested the planning route through model test and it proved to be optimal.

Based on the idea of big data analysis, we analyzed and mined the collected track data, and made useful conclusions to find more potential value, which could provide related services and advice to smart tourism industry.

In future work, on the one hand, we are ready to collect more tracking data to know more potential behaviors and habits of tourists. On the other hand, we will optimize the tour route and plan optimal routes for different situations so that tourists can choose different routes according to different circumstances, making the tour route suitable for different situations and more intelligent.
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